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Police detain Walesa

(AP) Police detained and interrogated Lech Walesa, Poland's leading labor leader, for almost two hours late Monday after stopping him at a roadblock near his home in Gdansk.

It was the second time Walesa was held by authorities since Poland's Monday's economic reforms had begun. Both times police harassed him, his friends said.

Walesa had said he was concerned about his freedom after the government's economic reforms, which have reduced the power of the country's Communist Party and introduced more democracy.

Rebel Mayor accused

(AP) A former member of Poland's rebellious Solidarity movement, Janusz Mielczarek, has been charged with an anti-government plot.

Mielczarek, who is a deputy mayor of Gdansk, has been accused of plotting to overthrow the government and establish a new government in Poland. The charge is the latest in a series of arrests of Solidarity leaders in recent weeks.

Defence Industry hurts NYS

By Ada Brown

Defense leaders in New York State are concerned about the state's defense industry, which is facing a significant decline.

The state's defense industry has been a major source of employment and economic growth for years, but recent budget cuts have led to significant job losses.

The decline is particularly noticeable in upstate New York, where many defense-related businesses are located.

The state is working to address the issue, but the leaders say more needs to be done to support the industry and create new jobs.
University Concert Board present

Diversity in Music Part II

ROCK

Jorma Kaukonen (Solo)

At Page Hall Wednesday, April 20th, at 8:00pm

Tickets: $5.00 SUNYA Students, $7.00 Public
Tickets are available in the C.C. Lobby from 10am - 4pm and at Strawberries in Colonie, Albany, and Side One Records. Call 457-8390 for more information.

ATTENTION SENIORS

Would you like to be the student speaker at Commencement Exercises?

If so, the Class of '83 is now accepting speeches for consideration.

Topic: "Welcome to Commencement"

Time Limit: 3-5 minutes

Deadline: April 25 12 Noon
S.A. Office
Class of '83 Mailbox

Each entry will be judged by a committee consisting of faculty, administrators, and students. Finalists may be asked to give an oral presentation Tuesday evening, April 26. Please have the speech typewritten.

Survey anticipates improved outlook for grads

By Lisa Roth
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A study of the University's career planning program by a United States Bureau of Labor Statistics demonstrates an improvement in the job market for SUNYA graduates.
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ATTENTION SENIORS

1. The WINERY trip is now open on a first-serve basis. We will sell 50 tickets and have a waiting list for 50 more.

2. We will be giving out coupons to Riverside for anyone who would like one. This coupon enables you to enter the park at a group rate of $6.75. You must provide your own transportation, and you do not have to arrive at the same time as the buses. (COUPONS NOT AVAILABLE WED APRIL 20. READ THE ASP TO FIND OUT WHEN DISTRIBUTION WILL OCCUR).

3. We have two additional buses to RIVERSIDE. These tickets will be sold to people on the waiting list. There is a list of 250 people and we will call out names in number order beginning at 6:15 PM Wednesday, April 20. If you are not present when your name is called, you lose your chance for a ticket, so BE ON TIME.

4. Mount Washington tickets will be sold for $10.00 to people on the waiting list.

All of the above tickets will be sold WEDNESDAY night (that's tomorrow) 6-9:30 PM 6E 343. Remember if you are on the waiting list for Riverside be there by 6:15.

(COUPONS NOT AVAILABLE WED APRIL 20. READ ASP TO FIND OUT WHEN DISTRIBUTION WILL OCCUR)
The Marriage Of Amadeus

Meet was not a Tension, and though the band Amadeus has never achieved the Led Zeppelin highs, their music has been described as "soulful" and "evocative." The band's album "The Wall" has been praised as "a powerful, richly textured" work that "fully captures one of progressive pop's most evocative genres." The lead singer, Hendryx, is about "inevitable oscillations," and the band's music is described as "a perfect blend of rock and roll and new wave." Hendryx is known for her "unapologetic" and "unconventional" style, and her music is described as "a perfect blend of rock and roll and new wave." The band's album "The Wall" has been praised as "a powerful, richly textured" work that "fully captures one of progressive pop's most evocative genres." The lead singer, Hendryx, is about "inevitable oscillations," and the band's music is described as "a perfect blend of rock and roll and new wave." Hendryx is known for her "unapologetic" and "unconventional" style, and her music is described as "a perfect blend of rock and roll and new wave."
Nuclear reactions

Towards a nuclear war, or in a world of nuclear war, are we to live? The threat of nuclear war is a terrifying condition which has fostered the arms race around the globe for several decades. The theory of nuclear weapons has been the cause of concern during the last few years, as the United Nations has warned of the dangers of nuclear war. This threat is real, and we must do something to prevent it. The United Nations has a role to play in this area, and the world must work together to prevent nuclear war.

Japhet M. Zowa

Symptoms of Apartheid

The effects of apartheid are nowhere more apparent than in the South African education system. The system is designed to keep the black population in a state of ignorance and subjugation. This is achieved through the use of inferior education, which is intended to keep the black population illiterate and uneducated. The system is also designed to keep the black population in a state of poverty and destitution. This is achieved through the use of inferior housing, which is intended to keep the black population in a state of poverty.

As the writer of the article is very correct: the effects of apartheid are not only felt in South Africa, but also in the rest of the world. The effects of apartheid are felt in the form of poverty, ignorance, and oppression. This is a world that is divided into two parts, and we are all part of it. The effects of apartheid are not only felt in South Africa, but also in the rest of the world. The effects of apartheid are felt in the form of poverty, ignorance, and oppression.

Japhet M. Zowa

Zionism isn't racism

To the Editor:

I am writing to you today to express my concern about the recent events in the Middle East. The situation is tense, and I believe that the United Nations must intervene to prevent a further deterioration of the situation. The United Nations must act to protect the rights of the Palestinian people.

Japhet M. Zowa

Faulty Premises

To the Editor:

I am writing to you today to express my concern about the recent events in the Middle East. The situation is tense, and I believe that the United Nations must intervene to prevent a further deterioration of the situation. The United Nations must act to protect the rights of the Palestinian people.

Japhet M. Zowa
UNIVERSITY CONCERT BOARD and 91FM
PRESENT
DIVERSITY IN MUSIC PART III

JAZZ

Featuring Four Giants of Jazz:

Nick Brignola - Sax
Dewey Redman - Sax
Dave Holland - Bass
Jack DeJohnette - Drums

At Page Hall

Saturday April 23rd at 8PM
Tickets: $5.00 SUNYA Student, $8.00 Public

Tickets are available in the CC Lobby from 10AM-4PM and at Strawberries in Colonie, Albany, and Side One Records. Call 457-8390 for more information.

SUNYA Amateur Radio Club (WATSWS)

is holding a code practice and theory teaching session for those who want to get their Novice Radio License. There will also be a brief but important meeting beforehand.

Members and Non-members are invited. We will supply all necessary materials.

WHERE: Friday, April 22, 1983
WHERE: CC 361
TIME: 3:30 PM

Questions or comments should be directed to Rob (457-4671) or Julian (455-6740).

SA Funded

SPS Meeting

Wednesday, April 20
7:00 pm in Phy 129

TOPIC: Is there life in physics after graduation?

Professors will speak on research, graduate schools, and careers.

Refreshments will be served. All are welcome.

SA Funded

Nadja

Friday a screen and take the plunge with the SUNY American. Do not leave without stopping by and checking out the Senate, where you can find many useful items at attractive prices. The Senate is located in the basement of the Student Union Building.

The American Express Card. Don't leave school without it.'
SPS Meeting

Wednesday, April 20
7:00 pm in Phy 129

TOPIC: Is there life in physics after graduation?

Professors will speak on research, graduate schools, and careers.

Applications available in SA Office, CC116

ATTENTION UNDERCLASS STUDENTS

The University Parent's Association has developed a parent Center Placement Program which is designed to assist students in their career decision-making. A number of parents of current students have offered to meet and discuss their careers with interested students. For details on the program, contact any of the following offices:

Career Planning & Placement, UBB-48
Office for Undergraduate Education (OUE), UB-38
Student Services Center, CC-137
Office of Student Affairs, CC-147
Office of EducationalOpportunities Program, COP, UB-94
Office of Student Services, CC-137
Office of Minority Student Services, CC-147
Office of University Affiliates, AD-231

W.I.R.A. needs S.A.'s (Student Assistants) IMMEDIATELY

For the remainder of the intramural season
Fill out an application in the Intramural Office in the gym or
Call Eve 457-4917

HELP WANTED!

Applications now being accepted for the following Student Association positions:

Controller
Athletic Controller
Media Director
Director of Student Programming
Minorities Affairs Task Force Coordinator

Applications available in SA Office, CC116

Deadline: Friday, April 22, 5:00 p.m.

ATTENTION STUDENTS

SOMETHING FOR YOU!

POTENTIAL DEGREE CANDIDATES

FOR

AUGUST 83 AND DECEMBER 83

Please File Your Degree Applications

Applications may be picked up in the Registrar's Office, AD 135
Due to irregularities in last week's elections, elections will be reheld for:

Off Campus Central Council
Alumni Board

Voting will be held in the Campus Center 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.

Wednesday April 20th

Thursday April 21st

NOTE: Only those who voted in the campus center or did not vote at all may cast central council ballots. You must have a tax card.

Dorm Party Night
It's on Indian Quad this Friday, April 22nd.

Starting at 9:00 til? 
Cost: 1.50 with tax card
2.00 without tax card

Beer/Liquor—Pizza
Hot Dogs—Munchies
Music—Music

See Fridays Asp for more details

Sponsored by Indian Quad Board
S.A. Funded

Women's track team takes eighth at Invitational

By Tim Reynolds

The track and field team had Saturday morning as a day of pride for both the Albany State track and field team and the Great Danes. The athletes not only did their best but also showed off the hard work that they have put in over the past year.

The women's 4x400 relay team did not do as well as expected. However, they still managed to take eighth place. This was the last race of the season for the team and it ended with a bang.

The men's team, on the other hand, did much better. They took second place in both the 4x100 and 4x400 relays. This was a great accomplishment for the team and they should be proud of their efforts.

Despite the disappointment of the women's team, the men's team was able to come out on top. This was a great way to end the season and they should be proud of their efforts.

Albany stickmen defeat Geneseo in snow

By Matt Wirgau

With snow still on the ground and the forecast calling for more, the track and field team of the University of Albany still continued their season. The team was able to come out on top against Geneseo in the Invitational meet.

The meet was snowed out, while the women placed eighth in the Albany Invitational. The weather on the track was cold and dry, and even though the meet was canceled, the athletes were still able to perform to the best of their abilities.

TheDanes' time was 48:10, while the Danes covered two laps in a solid time of 1:52.5. They were so cold afterwards that we had to put them in a hot shower to counter the hypothermia.

The Danes also ran well in the invitational meet. In the 10,000-meter run, freshmen Kaihy McCarthy and Belle Dziuk both ran well, with McCarthy coming in third place.

During the meet, runners were given pre-race supplies. Women's head coach John Racy led the Danes with three goals in the 10,000-meter run.

The Danes were also aided by Albany's defense, as they held Geneseo in check throughout the game. The Danes won the game 4-3, and McCarthy's time was 48:15 while Walpole's time was 48:16.
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Softball team rips Union for fourth straight win

By Mark Levine

The Albany State women's softball team ripped Union College 7-2 in a doubleheader Sunday.

The Danes evened their record to 4-2 and are hitting a blistering .476.

Catcher Nancy Whitman has been a major difference maker for Albany. She is hitting .368 and leads the team with eight runs scored and seven RBIs.

Through the first six games there have been multiple scoring rallies, but this was the biggest scare of the season up to date.

Dane winning record to 6-1.

Dave Ulrich won his match tit second set letdown and lease the match 6-1, 6-2. Ulrich and freshman Dave Nettles (6-0, 6-7, 7-5).

The temporary scrive funds pay for the programs because of monetary pressures on regular funded positions forced our hand,'"""" said Mark Levine.

"The United States were to eliminate its heavy missiles, 'it is a situation, Hoffmann said, 'that we would be in a corner and would have to negotiate.'"

"I have 30 kids on my J.V. I cam this year, Lichten and it was a different story. His 4-6, 6-7, 7-5.

One of the stories toward the end was about assigning responsibilities to the kids."

"All the runs came with two men out against Chris House and Webster, and a walk to Nancy Daley added the run. This was the first time in the history of the game that the Danes have started a game with two men out and scored the first run of the game.

"I've got a good point because I don't think we should've beat Middlebury by more than 20."

"Any cut will be hurt."

"We faced the choice there always is in any plan which was 'already proven a failure.'"

"I don't know if we had to work will), and what we will go when the University faced with severe cut to its athletic budget."

"So, we have to cut one more," he said. "We have to cut one more - or I'm going to cut one more."

"I am not arguing with the President of the States. We've got to get serious because we have to realize that we must be prepared," said Stanley Hoffmann.
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